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Executive Summary
In the light of the recent reviews performed by the BCBS, the authors analyse the
effects of the incoming FRTB regulation on the CVA risk framework. As explained
in the article, the consultative papers published by the Basel Committee between
July 2015 and March 2016 are proposing a new sensitivity-based CVA risk charge
that would be much more consistent with the FRTB standardised approach than
the current Basel 3 framework. The article is also a chance for the authors to
explore the shortcomings and the challenges implied in the newly proposed CVA
regulation, especially with respect to the concurrent financial risk frameworks.
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The Effects of FRTB in the
CVA Risk Framework
Gianbattista Aresi

Luca Olivo

T

he Credit Value Adjustment (CVA) is the adjustment to the fair value of derivative instruments in order to take into account the downgrade of the counterparty quality. The need
of collecting capital also for CVA purposes has been formalized by BCBS only after the 2008
financial crisis, with the Basel 2.5 and Basel 3 regulations.
Recently the Basel Committee has reviewed once again the CVA risk framework and suggested
new approaches that can be considered more consistent with the FRTB and the SIMM.
We start the analysis providing a bit of background on the current regulation and a comparison
with the new CVA framework detected by the BCBS between July 2015 and March 2016 (see [5] and
[8]).
Then the focus will be on the potential implications of the CVA review: given the relevant
convergence between the newly proposed CVA and the FRTB, we take the chance to explore also
the challenges that banks could face in adapting to the new regulatory approach.
In the final part of the paper, we make some considerations on the possibility to have also a
simplified alternative to the new approach (tailored for banks that suit specific criteria) as recently
proposed by the BCBS itself for FRTB Standardised-based Method.

1.

Basel 3 Framework

With the introduction of Basel 3 a bank is obliged to add capital charge to cover the risk of
mark-to-market losses in the expected counterparty risk of OTC derivatives. Depending on the
bankâs approved method of calculating the capital charges for CCR and specific interest rate risk
(VaR), there are two approaches for the CVA capital charge computation (a syntethic picture is
reported in Figure 1).

BASEL 3 : CVA RISK CHARGE
CVA Capital Charge

Internal Model for CCR
Internal Model for VaR

Advanced

ü

Standardised

Internal Model for CCR
no-Internal Model for VaR

no-Internal Model for CCR
no-Internal Model for VaR

ü
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FIGURE 1: The table summarizes the current Basel 3 criteria to adopt the Advanced or the Standardised CVA capital
charge. For the Standardised, a single formula is given by the BCBS and it’s reported above.
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If the bank can use approved internal models for both CCR and VaR, the Advanced CVA capital
charge can be applied. It consists in modelling the impacts due to the changes in the credit spreads
of counterparties of OTC derivatives using the internal bank model for VaR computation. If the
bank is applying the full repricing VaR model, then the CVA charge is obtained through the following
formula:
T

CVA = ( LGDmkt ) · Â [ A · B]

(1)

i =1

where:
• LGDmkt is the loss given default of the counterparty based on the spread of the counterparty
market instrument;
• A is the proxy of market implied probability of default (risk-neutral world); the formulation
provided by the BCBS is the following:

✓
◆
✓
◆
si 1 ti 1
si ti
A = max 0; exp
exp
LGDmkt
LGDmkt
with the credit spread of the counterparty si as main driver;
• B is the regulatory expected exposure to the counterparty EEi , given by:

EEi 1 Di 1 + EEi Di
B=
2
with Di the default risk-free discount factor at time ti .
The alternative to the full repricing is the VaR model based on Credit Spread sensitivity. If the banks
is adopting bumps on specific tenors, then the regulatory credit spread is given by:
✓
◆
si ti
EEi 1 Di 1 EEi+1 Di+1
CS01i = 0.0001 · ti · exp
·
(2)
LGDmkt
2
while if the bank is choosing for a parallel shift the regulatory credit spread formulation changes as
follows:
✓
◆
✓
◆ ✓
◆
T 
si ti
si 1 ti 1
EEi 1 Di 1 + EEi Di
CS01i = 0.0001 · Â ti · exp
ti 1 · exp
·
(3)
LGDmkt
LGDmkt
2
i =1
As for the Market Risk in Basel 2.5, the total CVA risk capital charge is given by the sum of both
general and specific credit spread risk, including the stressed VaR charge and excluding the IRC.
Instead the Standardised CVA approach is used when a bank does not have the approval for the
internal models on VaR, CCR or both of them. In such a case the BCBS provides a single formula to
compute the portfolio CVA capital charge. As it is possible to see in Figure 1, the main drivers of
the formula are
• h: the 1 year risk horizon;
• wi and wind : the weights applicable to a counterparty i and to the related index hedges ind1 ;
• EADitot : the exposure at default of the counterparty i;
• Bi and Bind : the notional of purchased single-name CDS hedges and of one or more index
CDS of purchased protection respectively (used to hedge CVA risk indeed);
hedge

• Mi , Mi
and Mind : the effective maturities of the transactions with counterparty i, of the
hedge instrument with notional Bi and of the index hedge Bind respectively.
In both advanced and standardised CVA capital charge, only the eligible hedges used for
mitigating CVA risk can be included in the charge computation (and excluded in the Market Risk
one): single-name CDS, contingent single-name CDS, CRDI (with some restrictions), each equivalent
hedging instrument reflecting the counterparty directly.
1w

i

are taken from a table based on external ratings.
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2.

CVA Review Proposals

Both the Basel 3 Advanced and Standardised approaches capture the variability of regulatory
CVA depending only on credit spreads, without considering the exposure variability due to the daily
changes of other (market) risk factors. This is one of the most relevant drawback identified by the
BCBS in the July 2015 consultative paper [5].
In such a paper the Basel Committee explains the main rationales behind the proposal of CVA
risk charge review, that we can briefly summarise as follows:
• All the relevant risk factors (including the market ones) need to be taken into account for CVA
capital charge purposes: the relevance is given by the fact that movements in such risk factors
can affect the future value of the exposures.
• The future exposure shall be computed with a market implied calibration of the parameters
within a risk-neutral approach: this way shall guarantee the calculation to be compliant with
the accounting principles.
• The reviewed approach has to be aligned with the new market risk regulation (FRTB): in
particular for non-internal calculation there should be a more risk-sensitive approach.
Thus the BCBS suggests two different frameworks in order to cover all the types of banks:
1. FRTB-CVA framework: banks have to meet several conditions in order to be allowed to
implement such an approach; it entails two different method: the internal model (IMA-CVA)
and the standardised model (SA-CVA).
2. Basic CVA framework: for all the banks that cannot match the conditions for the FRTB-CVA
approach.
In March 2016 the BCBS has issued another consultative paper highlighting some constraints in
the use of internal model approaches for both market and counterparty credit risks [8]. In particular
in the summary of the proposal (paragraph 2.1 in [8]) the Committee clearly states:
“[...] Furthermore, in July 2015 the Committee issued a consultative document on credit valuation
adjustment risk (CVA risk) that included three methods: the internal models approach (IMACVA), the standardised approach (SA-CVA) and the basic approach (BA-CVA). The Committee
has decided to eliminate from the proposed framework the IMA-CVA. The proposal for CVA risk
continues to include the SA-CVA and the BA-CVA. In finalising its reform agenda this year the
Committee will consider the calibration of these remaining approaches.”
Given the newly reviewed proposal, in the following sections we will focus our analysis on the
SA-CVA within the FRTB-CVA framework, with particular attention on the way in which the new
market risk regulation would affect the CVA risk charge computation.
2.1 FRTB-CVA Framework: Overview
The Committee defines three main eligibility criteria in order for a bank to be authorised to
apply the SA-CVA:
1. The ability to calculate CVA sensitivities;
2. A robust methodology to approximate the credit spread for illiquid counterparties 2 ;
3. The existence of a dedicated CVA risk management function.

2 For illiquid counterparties the Committee means those counterparties that do not have credit spreads traded in the
market.
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The bank must calculate the CVA capital charge in accordance with the SA-CVA at least monthly.
The regulatory CVA is the base for capital requirement calculation and it has to be calculated for
each counterparty with which a bank has at least one derivative transaction. The basic principles for
such a calculation are reported by the Basel Committee itself in [5].
The BCBS also defines the eligible hedges for SA-CVA: only the transactions used for the purpose
of mitigating CVA risk can be considered as eligible. The instruments that cannot be included in
the FRTB-IMA cannot be eligible for CVA hedging purposes (e.g. securitisation products). The
non-eligible CVA hedges will be treated as trading book instruments and then charged via FRTB
rules.
2.2 FRTB-CVA Framework: Implications and Challenges
The eligibility criteria set by the BCBS in [5] poses the attention on a series of implications and
challenges that banks could face in case they want to implement the SA-CVA.
The first criterion is for sure the most influenced by the incoming FRTB regulation for market
risk and in general we can confirm that the SA-CVA is an adaptation of the FRTB-SA to the CVA
book. More precisely, it is an adaptation of the FRTB Sensitivity-based Method (FRTB-SBM). Indeed
the only differences we spot in SA-CVA with respect to FRTB-SBM are:
• The reduction in granularity of market risk factors for most cases;
• The absence of default risk and gamma risk calculation;
• The creation of a specific risk class (counterparty credit spreads) that inherits the bucketing
features of CSR (non-securitisation);
• The use of a more conservative risk aggregation in CVA; this point tries to counter-balance the
reduction in granularity and the absence of gamma risk calculation: no diversification benefits
between delta and vega risks are recognised and the aggregation across buckets within each
asset class is done in a more conservative way;
• The use of a multiplier for CVA (mCVA ).
Given the strong imprint of FRTB in the new CVA risk proposal, we will perform our analysis
starting from the structure we identified in our previous article for the FRTB-SBM [1]: for each phase
(Identification, Calculation and Aggregation) we will comment the implications and the challenges
entailed by the review in the current CVA risk framework.
2.3 SA-CVA: Risk Types Identification
As for the Sensitivity-Based Method (SBM) in the FRTB, the capital requirement is given by the
sum of the contributions from different risk classes. In particular, for SA-CVA there are six relevant
risk types (versus seven risk classes in the market risk framework): credit spreads (counterparty and
reference3 ), interest rate, foreign exchange, equity and commodity.
Also in this case, specific metadata need to be associated to each risk type for the proper
classification. Banks that want to adopt the SA-CVA need to consider this challenge and improve
data management system to handle enriched metadata and properly associate them to risk factors.
In the Figure 2 we have summarised the buckets by risk class for both CVA-SA and FRTB-SBM:
as it is possible to see, the CVA-SA bucket structure is completely inherited by the FRTB (even if
simplified in some cases). In particular, since the FRTB-SBM is mandatory for all the banks, we
believe that strong synergies can be exploited between the FRTB and the SA-CVA implementation:
once the bank put in place a logic of metadata association for the FRTB-SBM, the adaptation of this
logic to CVA risk framework is simplified. From this perspective, the challenge of improving data
management implied in CVA-SA becomes not really critical for banks.

3 The

credit spreads that drive exposure.
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METADATA ASSOCIATION TO RISK CLASSES : FRTB-SBM vs SA-CVA
Risk Type

FRTB-SBM

SA-CVA

GIRR

• Curve Type: zero curve, inflation or
basis
• Tenor (vertex for sensitivity
granularity)
• Currency for bucket allocation
• 10 verteces + Inflation + CCS basis

•
•
•
•

CSR

CSR (no-securitisation):
• Credit Quality: IG or HY
• Sector: Industry Sector
• 16 buckets

Counterparty and Reference Credit Spread:
• Credit Quality: IG or HY
• Sector: Industry Sector
• 13 buckets

Equity

Commodity

Forex

•
•
•
•

Market Capitalisation: Large or Small
Economy: Advanced or Emerging
Sector: Industry Sector
11 buckets

Curve Type: zero curve, inflation or basis
Tenor (vertex for sensitivity granularity)
Currency for bucket allocation
3 verteces + Inflation

Market Capitalisation: Large or Small
Economy: Advanced or Emerging
Sector: Industry Sector
11 buckets

•
•
•
•

• Type of commodity: Energy, Metals, Gas,
Grains,…
• 11 buckets

• Type of commodity: Coal, Crude Oil,
Electricity, Freight, Metals, Natural Gas,
Precious Metals,…
• 11 buckets

• Individual currencies

• Individual currencies

FIGURE 2: In the table above there is the comparison between the metadata/bucket structure defined for FRTB purposes
and the proposal of metadata/bucket structure for SA-CVA. In most of the risk classes the structure is identical. For the
Interest Rate risk the granularity of vertex by bucket is strongly reduced. Regarding the Credit Spread Risk, the SA-CVA
Counterparty and Reference Credit Spreads have the same metadata/bucket structure that is comparable with the CRS
(non-sec) in the FRTB-SBM (the only difference is the number of buckets, reduced in the SA-CVA).

2.4 SA-CVA: Sensitivities Calculation and Aggregation
The Committee is imposing to banks that want to adopt the SA-CVA the ability to regularly
calculate the CVA sensitivities to a minimum set of market risk factors at the same frequency of
FRTB-SBM. The SA-CVA uses the sensitivities of regulatory CVA to counterparty credit spreads and
relevant market risk factors indeed; in particular, the capital requirement is calculated as the sum of
the capital requirements for delta and vega risks calculated for the entire CVA book (including also
eligible hedges).
The capital requirement for delta risk is given by the sum of the delta capital requirements for
all the six risk types described above. Within each risk type the bank has to compute the sensitivity
of the aggregate CVA (sCVA
) and the sensitivity of all eligible hedges in the CVA book to each risk
k
Hdg

factor k (sk

). Sensitivities are defined as the ratio between:

• The change of the quantity due to a change in the risk factor value;
• The size of the change.
For each risk factor k the net sensitivities have to be weighted by the corresponding risk weight
RWk (given by the regulator as for FRTB-SBM):
WSkCVA = RWk · sCVA
k
Hdg

WSk

Hdg

= RWk · sk

(4)
(5)

Then the net weighted sensitivity of the CVA book to risk factor k is given by:
Hdg

WSk = WSkCVA + WSk

(6)

The weighted sensitivities must be aggregated into a capital charge Kb within each bucket b
following a sort of Variance-Covariance approach that we have already seen in the FRTB-SBM
www.iasonltd.com
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framework:
Kb =
where:

q

(1

(7)

R) · [C ] + R · [ D ]

• R = 0.01 is the hedging disallowance paramenter that prevents the possibility of perfect
hedging of CVA risk;
• C is the component related to CVA sensitivities and is defined as follows:
C=

Â WSk2 + Â Â

k2h

k 2 h l 2 h;l 6=k

rkl WSk WSl

• D is the component related to eligible hedges sensitivities and is defined as follows:
D=

Â

k2h

⇣

WSkCVA

⌘2

⇣
⌘
Hdg 2
+ WSk

The last step is the aggregation of capital charges across different buckets within each risk type:
K = mCVA ·

s

Â Kb2 + Â Â gbc Kb Kc
b

(8)

b c6=b

where the correlation parameters gbc applicable across buckets are defined by the BCBS itself. From
equation (8) it is possible to notice the presence of a specific multiplier for CVA (mCVA ) that is absent
in the corresponding FRTB-SBM formula: this multiplier has a default value of 1.5 that the regulator
can increase in case the bank does not consider the dependence between exposure and counterparty
credit quality in CVA calculations.
The vega sensitivity calculation and aggregation follows the same process described for the delta
above, with the only difference that the capital requirement is computed for five risk types instead
of six (the counterparty credit spreads are excluded from vega sensitivity computation).
In these two phases the main challenges for banks may rise in shifting:
• From Basel 3 Advanced CVA to SA-CVA, if a CVA sensitivity engine is not in place yet;
• From Basel 3 Standardised CVA to SA-CVA: despite we are talking about two "standardised" approaches, the SA-CVA is much more refined and implies an engine able to capture sensitivities
and aggregate them with different logics; in this light we can consider this challenge as the
most relevant.
Given the considerations above, it is quite clear that the delta and vega calculation and aggregation procedures are mainly replicating the FRTB-SBM ones: differently from the market risk
regulation, the SA-CVA does not require any curvature computation. If we start assessing the implications of SA-CVA from this perspective, we can confirm they are strictly related to the sensitivity
implementation in the FRTB framework and then foresee two potential scenarios for calculation:
1. The bank that is already able to calculate sensitivities for its Trading Book positions and needs
just an adaptation in the calculation procedure to be in line with FRTB requirements will not
face big challenges in extending this logic also for CVA framework; in this specific case we see
relevant synergies that can be exploited from FRTB implementation, with the advantage that
no efforts for curvature calculation are expected in the SA-CVA.
2. The bank is not able to calculate sensitivities for its Trading Book positions: in such a case the
challenge introduced by FRTB is much more relevant since the bank has to implement from
scratch (or at least strongly enhance) the revaluation engine in order to compute sensitivities
daily. In this context, the additional effort to extend the logic also to SA-CVA is higher with
respect to scenario 1, but surely also in this case several synergies can be exploited from FRTB
implementation.

10
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One remark highlighted also by Bonollo and Castagna [9] is related to the fact that the Basel
Committee is imposing specific calculation methodologies for sensitivities: the authors believe that
simply bumping the risk factors may not be the most effective way to compute them, given also
the fact that more sophisticated methods have been implemented by some banks with good results.
Then they have suggested to modify the proposal in order to allow banks to be free to choose the
preferred numerical calculation method, with the Basel Committee that should strictly prescrived
only the functional mathematical definiton of the indicator. This suggestion would allow banks
to select the optimal strategy to calculate sensitivities and in some cases can ease the burden of
implementation indeed.
The aggregation of sensitivities within a bucket and across buckets is another crucial point
in FRTB implementation and this phase may reveal challenges for banks in their ability of data
handling. The implications of SA-CVA also in this case are not so different from the FRTB-SBM:
banks that want to adopt the new CVA framework can leverage on FRTB implementation (simply
paying attention on some differences the SA-CVA can entail with respect to the SBM).
To conclude, if we consider the first eligible criterion defined by the BCBS (i.e. the ability to
calculate CVA sensitivities) indipendently from the FRTB requirements, the challenges for banks
that want to adopt SA-CVA become relevant (in terms of data handling, reporting, sensitivity
calculation and aggregation). If instead we assess the implications of this criterion together with the
implementations entailed by FRTB-SBM, then lots of synergies can be identified and exploited by
banks.
It is quite clear that the CVA risk framework is strongly changing under this BCBS review, but
this change is in line with the requirements imposed by regulators in the market risk framework.
Supposing the banks are working in parallel to implement the FRTB-SBM (as it should be), it
strongly reduces the magnitudo of the impact in the current CVA risk framework.
Reduced SBM and its Potential Implications on SA-CVA
In June 2017 the BCBS issued a consultative paper on a simplified alternative to the Standard
Approach for market risk capital requirements [7]. In such a document the Committee presents
a reduced version of the sensitivity-based method (FRTB-RSBM) thought to be more suitable in
its implementation for banks that maintain smaller or simplier trading books. In particular the
proposed FRTB-RSBM is characterised by important simplifications with respect to the FRTB-SBM,
for instance:
• Capital requirements for vega and curvature risks are removed;
• Basis risk calculation is simplified;
• Risk factor granularity and correlation scenarios are reduced.
Banks need to fulfil a series of quantitative and qualitative criteria described in [7] in order to use
the RSBM, even if the actual decision is subject to supervisory approval and quarterly assessment.
Thus, for banks that will adopt the FRTB-RSBM the standardised approach capital requirement will
be given by the sum of:
• The risk charges under RSBM;
• The default risk charge (DRC);
• The residual risk add-on (RRAO) 4 .
The proposal of a simplified alternative to the FRTB-SBM by the Basel Committe itself is a clear
sign of the complexity that the new market risk standardised approach entails, especially to small
banks or banks with a low trading book activity concentration. If the consultative paper will be
finalized by the Committee after the reception of all the comments from the public by September
20175 , we expect that smaller banks (that currently do not have the proper infrastructure in order
4 The DRC and the RRAO will remain the same presented by BCBS in [4]; the simplified alternative only involves the
SBM.
5 The Committee will accept all the comments received from the public by September 27th, 2017. After a revision of all
the responses, it expects to publish the final version of the simplified standard within an appropriate timeframe [7].
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to implement FRTB-SBM) will prefer to fulfil qualitative and quantitative criteria to get the RSBM
instead of facing costs quite unexplainable if compared to the materiality of their trading book
activities (and risks).
Given these considerations, the same logic could be applied to CVA risk calculation. As explained
in the previous pages, the proposed SA-CVA is surely introducing new challenges in terms of risk
factors identification and classification, sensitivity calculation and metrics aggregation. Challenges
perfectly comparable to those introduced by FRTB-SBM in the market risk framework. If on that side
a simplified alternative has been just proposed, is the Commitee thinking about a reduced version
also for the SA-CVA in finalizing its review? An alternative (and simplier) option to SA-CVA6 may
reduce the implementation challenges also on CVA side. The BCBS would assess if matching the
FRTB-RSBM eligibility criteria together with CVA-specific ones will be enough to allow banks to
implement the reduced SA-CVA or if additional conditions are needed. Just to provide an idea of
the simplification effects, replicating the logic of FRTB-RSBM on CVA will:
• Reduce the complexity of bucketing and risk factor granularity w.r.t. the currently proposed
SA-CVA (refer to Figure 3 to have a synthetic picture);
• Alleviate the computational burden since no vega sensitivity is needed (curvature is already
excluded from SA-CVA);
• Represent an alternative solution also on the Basic CVA; a small bank that cannot match
eligibility criteria for SA-CVA may instead be suitable for RSA-CVA thus avoiding the potential
overestimation of charges due to CVA basic approach.
In conclusion, the BCBS seems fully aware of the implementation challenges pose by the new
market risk regulatory framework (and carefully analyzed last year in our article [1]). The simplified
approach proposed in June is a clear intention to provide an alternative solution to those banks with
low trading book activities, for which FRTB-SBM implementation will entail levels of cost quite
disproportionate compared to the relevance of their financial risks. Probably the same awareness
will be applied in the finalization of CVA framework review as well, in order to facilitate transparent,
consistent and comparable reporting of risks across banks.
METADATA ASSOCIATION TO RISK CLASSES : FRTB-SBM vs SA-CVA vs FRTB-RSBM
Risk Type

FRTB-SBM

GIRR

• Curve Type: zero curve, inflation
or basis
• Tenor (vertex for sensitivity
granularity)
• Currency for bucket allocation
• 10 verteces + Inflation + basis

•
•
•
•

CSR (no-securitisation):
• Credit Quality: IG or HY
• Sector: Industry Sector
• 16 buckets

Counterparty and Reference Credit
Spread:
• Credit Quality: IG or HY
• Sector: Industry Sector
• 13 buckets

• Market Capitalisation: Large or
Small
• Economy: Advanced or Emerging
• Sector: Industry Sector
• 11 buckets

•
•
•
•

• Type of commodity: Energy,
Metals, Gas, Grains,…
• 11 buckets

• Type of commodity: Coal, Crude Oil,
Electricity, Freight, Metals, Natural Gas,
Precious Metals,…
• 11 buckets

• Type of commodity: Energy, Metals, Gas,
Grains,…
• 11 buckets

• Individual currencies

• Individual currencies

• Individual currencies

CSR

Equity

Commodity

Forex

SA-CVA
Curve Type: zero curve, inflation or basis
Tenor (vertex for sensitivity granularity)
Currency for bucket allocation
3 verteces + Inflation

Market Capitalisation: Large or Small
Economy: Advanced or Emerging
Sector: Industry Sector
11 buckets

FRTB-RSBM
•
•
•
•

Curve Type: zero curve, inflation or basis
Tenor (vertex for sensitivity granularity)
Currency for bucket allocation
2 verteces + Inflation + Basis

CSR (no-securitisation):
• Credit Quality: IG or HY
• Sector: Industry Sector
• 6 buckets
•
•
•
•

Market Capitalisation: Large or Small
Economy: Advanced or Emerging
Sector: Industry Sector
6 buckets

FIGURE 3: In the table above we add the metadata/bucket structure defined by BCBS in June 2017 for the FRTB-RSBM.
The simplified proposal can be compared to FRTB-SBM and SA-CVA in terms of metadata and generally it presents less
granularity in risk factors and a reduced bucket structure.

6 We

may suggest reduced SA-CVA (RSA-CVA) to be in line with BCBS nomenclature.
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2.5 Other implications of SA-CVA
Challenges for banks that want to adopt the SA-CVA may rise also from the other eligibility
criteria.
In particular, a bank should be able to estimate the credit spreads of illiquid counterparties
from the quoted credit spreads of its peers using an algorithm that should have at least three
variables of measuring: rating, industry and region. These metadata can be retrieved from Front
Office systems or market data providers and are useful also for the sensitivity computation and
aggregation phase. In case neither historical series of credit spreads from peers are available, then a
bank may face the real challenge of this eligibility criteria. The regulator allows the bank to use a
robust methodology based on a more fundamental analysis of credit risk in order to find a proxy
for illiquid counterparties spreads: the assessment cannot be based on historical PD only, but it has
to be related to credit markets as well. In certain cases the regulation can allow the mapping of an
illiquid counterparty to a single liquid reference name: this solution surely reduces the implication
of this criterion but the bank that wants to adopt this work-around must justify each single mapping
(and sometime justification can be really weak indeed).
Finally, the BCBS is quite clear in stating that sensitivities that are not used by the bank in its risk
managament process cannot be considered as reliable. Then in order to adopt the SA-CVA the bank
must have also a CVA desk (or a function similar to that) for risk management purposes. Despite
this is probably the less challenging implication, it implies additional costs for the bank in case no
CVA desk is currently in place.

3.

Basic CVA

Banks that won’t match the eligibility criteria discussed above and won’t be allowed by supervisor authority to use the SA-CVA will fall-back on the basic CVA approach. Various input are
needed for its calculation like the counterparty information, the EAD, the effective maturity used
for CCR purposes, the notionals and the maturities for hedging trades purposes. In what follows
we briefly summarise the Basic CVA approach, starting from the main input that contribute to its
calculation:
• b(c) is the supervisory risk bucket of counterparty c;
• b(e) is the supervisory risk bucket of entity e (it could be single-name or index);
• RWb is the supervisory weight for risk bucket b;
• EAD NS is the exposure at default of netting set NS obtained according to Basel 3 framework
and used for default capital calculations of CCR;
• M NS is the effective maturity for netting set NS;
• a is the multiplier used to covert EEPE to EAD7 ;
• r is the supervisory correlation between the credit spread of a counterparty and the systemic
factor;
• BhSN is the discounted notional of single-name hedge h;
• Biind is the discounted notional of index hedge i;
• MhSN is the remaining maturity of single-name hedge h;
• Miind is the remaining maturity of index hedge i;
• rhc is the correlation between the credit spread of counterparty c and the credit spread of a
single-name hedge h of counterparty c.

7 The

value of a under the SA-CCR is 1.4.
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The basic CVA capital charge is calculated by summing:
(9)

K = Kspread + KEE

where Kspread is the contribution of credit spread variability while KEE is the contribution of EE
variability to the CVA capital charge.
The general formulation provided by the BCBS for Kspread is composed by three major terms:
Kspread =

p

(10)

I + II + III

where:
1. The first term I aggregates the systematic components of CVA along with the systematic
componets of single-name and index hedges:
"

I = rÂ

Â rhc ShSN

Sc

c

h2c

!

Â Siind
i

#2

(11)

ShSN = RWb(h) MhSN BhSN is the supervisory ES of price of single-name hedge h while Siind =
RWb(h) Miind Biind is the supervisory ES of price of index hedge i.
2. The second term II aggregates the idiosyncratic components of CVA along with the idiosyncratic componets of single-name hedges:
⇣

1

r

2

⌘

Â
c

"

Sc

Â

h2c

SN
rhc Shc

#2

(12)

3. The third term III aggregates the components of indirect hedges that are not aligned with
counterparties credit spreads8 :
III =

ÂÂ

c h2c

⇣

1

r2hc

⌘⇣

ShSN

⌘2

(13)

It may be the case that many small banks do not hedge CVA risk and thus the formulation in (10)
can be reduced as follows:
v
!2
u
u
unhedged
t
Kspread =
r ⇤ Â Sc
+ (1 r2 ) · Â Sc2
(14)
c

c

RW

where Sc = ab(c) · Â NS2c M NS · EAD NS is the supervisory ES of CVA of counterparty c (the sum is
performed over all netting sets with the counterparty).
By the BCBS, all the banks should calculate the component of EE variability by simply scaling
the result obtained in (14):
unhedged
KEE = b · Kspread
(15)
We believe there are no relevant implications for a bank in shifting from the current standardised
CVA to the proposed basic CVA approach. In both cases the formulae are given by the regulator and
it is just a matter of properly put the input for the calculation. For sure the newly proposed basic
CVA approach is more refined than the current standardised approach in terms of risk component
calculation (i.e. systematic + indiosyncratic + indirect hedges) and the RWs are not based on external
ratings anymore, but provided directly by the regulators on the basis of specific metadata (i.e. risk
buckets are defined by credit quality and industrial sector, similarly to what happens for FRTB-SBM);
although this, we don’t see any particular difficulty for banks in applying the basic formulation
proposed by the Committee.
8 This

term ensures that perfect hedging is not possible since each time indirect hedges are present, Kspread cannot be zero.
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4.

Conclusions

In Figure 4 we have summarised the main differences between the current Basel 3 CVA framework and the proposal of review issued by the BCBS in [5] and [8]. Challenges and implications
in shifting from the current Basel 3 to the SA-CVA are strictly related to the FRTB-SBM implementation: sensitivity computation and aggregation, metadata and bucket association, data handling
improvement are for sure the most urgent topics that banks should face in order to adapt their
frameworks to the new rules set by the regulators.
Apart from the implications described in the article, we highlighted also the chance for banks to
leverage on several synergies coming from the FRTB implementation that can be exploited also for
the enhancement of CVA risk framework. On one hand, banks should evaluate and assess the costs
of implementation carefully since there is a clear tendency started by regulators to standardised
capital requirements and to make the computation much more sensitivity-based with respect to the
current framework. On the other hand, the Commitee should finalize as soon as possible the review
of CVA risk framework in order to provide banks with a conclusive revision and allow them a more
precise assessment; moreover, the finalization of CVA risk review in a reasonable time will allow the
finalization of other draft guidelines on CVA (such as the EBA guidelines on the treatment of CVA
risk under SREP9 ), and will unveil the possibility to have also a simplified solution as proposed for
FRTB-SBM. A further delay in CVA framework finalization by the BCBS will increase uncertainty for
banks and may have a negative impacts in terms of costs assessment and development planning.
COMPARISON BETWEEN BASEL 3 and FRTB for CVA RISK CALCULATION
Internal model
for CCR/MR

Yes

Basel 3

Challenges

Advanced Method

SA-CVA

Challenges may rise in shifting:

• Use of VaR internal model
(full re-pricing or credit
spread sensitivities) to model
credit spread of counterparties
only

• Focus on Risk Factors
• Six risk classes
• Delta and Vega sensitivities to be calculated
for all risk classes
• Also Market Risk hedges are recognized
• Full set of metadata needed at RFs level to
perform a correct risk aggregation and capital
charge computation

• from Advanced to SA-CVA (if a
CVA sens engine is not in place yet)

• Only eligible hedging
instruments for mitigating
CVA risk are allowed

No

FRTB-CVA

Standardised Method

SA-CVA

• Predefined formula provided
by Regulators

Basic-CVA framework
• Predefined formula provided by Regulators
• Systematic CVA and hedges components
• Idiosyncratic CVA and hedges
components
• Indirect hedges components
• Risk weights defined by Regulators, not
Rating-based

• Risk weights based on external
ratings
• Only eligible hedging
instruments for mitigating
CVA risk are allowed

• from Standardised to SA-CVA (most
critical)
Two major enhancements to consider
for SA-CVA:
• Implement CVA sensitivities
calculation
• Improve data management system to
handle enriched metadata and
associate them to risk factors
Efforts for this enhancements shall be
considered together with FRTB
implementation ones

FIGURE 4: The table provides a snapshot of the differences between the current Basel 3 and the proposed FRTB-CVA risk
framework. In the last column a synthesis of the challenges the new regulatory proposal may entail if confirmed.

9 EBA

issued instructions for 2016 CVA risk monitoring exercise [10] on June 21st, 2017; in the introduction of this
document it has been argued that EBA will follow carefully BCBS review on CVA risk standards in order to enhance
guidelines to get more consistent and appropriate risk-based supervisory measures.
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